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IFB# 2022-01
Electric Room Upgrade/Generator Installation
ADDENDUM # 2
Date of Addendum: February 1, 2022
NOTICE TO ALL PROPOSERS
The Invitation for Bids (IFB) is modified as set forth in this Addendum. The original IFB
and any previously issued addenda remain in full force and effect, except as modified
by this Addendum. Bidders shall consider this Addendum when preparing and
submitting a bid and shall acknowledge receipt of this Addendum in their bid.
BID SUBMITTAL DEADLINE
The bid submittal deadline remains unchanged by this Addendum.
Bids are due February 8, 2022 by 1:00 PM (EST).
ADDENDUM
The IFB is modified as set forth below.

REQUEST FOR CLARIFICATION/INFORMATION:
1. Question 1: I wanted to confirm that the back room that we view at the walk
through was where the new electrical equipment will be installed.
Answer: Yes, see enlarge electrical RM plan sheet E-200
2. Can you supply the concrete pad and the generator?
Answer: Concrete pad to be supplied by contractor per manufacturer
recommendations and detail. The generator will be supplied by Wolverine Power
Systems and the current ETA for the generator is 3/17/22.
3. For the generator pad is the gas piping going to be ran above the door onsite?
Answer: Run gas line underground as shown on plans.
4. What problems do you propose we might run into during the project if awarded?
Answer: Please read the gas notes on the plans. The documents can be found
on MTA’s Purchasing section of their website under IFB 2022-01 and on BidNet
Direct.
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5. Would it be possible to provide the CPM schedule if we are read low instead of
providing it with our bid?
Answer: Yes, only the lowest bidder will be required to submit a CPM schedule
but we do need a construction schedule to be accompanied with the bid (per the
IFB 2022-01 submittal checklist on the last page of the bid), we proposed a
projected construction schedule on page 9 of the bid documents that we would
like to be met.
6. I am wondering if we are going to be setting the generator. As that was not clear
either.
Answer: Yes, contractor to install generator as described on plans and specs.
7. In the bid pre documents it says to provide a request for approval for the transfer
switch if needed, but it is to my understanding that the transfer switch is being
provided by Wolverine, so why would we submit approval for the switch
specifications?
Answer: We provided the specifications of the transfer switches in our bid
documents so that bidders could see what transfer switches are recommended
for the generator but if there are other options then an approved equal could be
submitted for review (deadline is February 2nd at 1:00pm to submit an approved
equal request). We also have it listed in the specifications that the contractor will
“need to purchase, provide, and install any supporting equipment needed to
install the emergency electrical generator including two transfer switches.”
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